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Dear WKU OneStop Service, 

On behalf of several residents at WKU Faculty Housing, I would like to cordially request for your kind actions to
address several issues that occurred recently. 

1. Avoid Aggressive Threats from a Night Guard issue. 

In April 07, a night guard in front of Faculty housing threatened vulnerable people like female faculty members and old
faculty members. This is not a one  time event, but he continually did that misconduct. 

You can identify him below. 

2. Avoid Aggressive Mockery from a Student Dormitory construction worker in front of Faculty Housing 

Today (April 11, 2022), a faculty member got 'Mockery' from a construction worker in front of Faculty Housing.
Unnecessary aggressive actions or words to people should be avoided. 



3. Avoid Construction noises 'outside of regular work hours' and weekends.  

Construction can happen. It's ok if the construction can make noise within regular working hours/days such as (9AM ~
5PM / Monday ~ Friday). 

However, Faculty housing residents are suffering from harassing noises from outside of regular work times such as
early morning, late night, and weekend. 

You can see the attached video that happened on Sunday. 

4. Resume Taxi service at Faculty Housing 

On Feb. 12, 2022, Logistics suddenly shut down the Stadium road and made a detour route to Faculty housing. Since
then, DD Taxi drivers could not come to the Faculty housing. 

Faculty housing residents need to use Taxi in front of the housing when we have a large luggages or shopping
products.  We want to be accessible to the Taxi service at the Faculty housing again.  



These four burning issues need to be addressed in order to make Faculty Housing Residents can focus on Teaching,
Research, and Serving for WKU community. 

If you need any further information or cooperation from us, please feel free to contact us. 

Your kind actions are highly appreciative. 

Thank you.  

Best regards,
Jeonghwan (Jerry) Choi, PhD, MBA, ME
--
Assistant Professor & Director of CSEC, SML, VCR, and BRIC
Founder of Healing Management Institute  
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